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 a high school teacher who on a visit to her sister's village, she meets a mute village boy named Gagandeep. After teaching
Gagandeep to speak and opening up a relationship with Gagandeep, she comes across several things in his village and village

life, she decides to fight for the rights of village children who are left behind by society, she throws away the girlhood she used
to. Plot The story starts with a village youth who is kidnapped and brought to a hospital in Mumbai. A policewoman named
Apeksha, comes to visit him and she gets the bad news that his parents have died and he is an orphan. She takes the time to

explain how bad her life is with her brother who beats her, and her parents who, due to their poverty, send her to school because
she can't look after a house on her own. In the school, she meets Gagandeep who also lives in the same village and soon they

become friends. When Apeksha comes back home, she finds out that Gagandeep's mother has died and Gagandeep's father is in
jail for killing his own wife. Apeksha decides to teach Gagandeep about their language and culture. Apeksha promises to go to
Gagandeep's village and help his family and she tries to teach his father about being a good farmer. Her brother, however, takes

advantage of the situation and uses this to his advantage and hurts her, leaving her with a scar on her face. The pain from this
incident turns into a dark cloud that prevents her from looking at the world. Gagandeep and Apeksha live happily in the village,
with Gagandeep acting as Apeksha's guide in his village and helping her open up to his way of living. One day, she learns about
the Misanur-Dandi uprising and that it is the cause of hunger in the village. She decides to get involved in the movement, and a
local activist named Phoolchand lets her stay at his home. Phoolchand and his wife introduce Apeksha to the rest of the village.
Phoolchand's son Jugal tries to understand Apeksha's actions. Back in Mumbai, Apeksha sees that the government is trying to
take over the villagers' land by convincing the villagers that they are preparing to build a factory in their village. 82157476af
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